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Writing brush (brush tip is cut into half)

Plate to put the water (pad)

2 Common Japanese writing paper

Stand of stamp

Setting pin

Brush

Copy the design of tree

1

Brush the surface of

the tree and put two

common Japanese

writing paper with

the setting pin.

２
Put the water to paper using writing brush and be careful not

to break the paper.

３
Let it dry for about an

hour.

４
You can see the design of the pattern

paper.

Let’s Copy the Pattern of

a Tree Trunk

s copy design of a tree trunk.

The design of trunk varies by species of tree

Materials

Writing brush (brush tip is cut into half)

2 Common Japanese writing paper

Copy the design of tree

Remove air between

tree.ut the water to paper using writing brush and be careful not

pattern of the trunk in the

s Copy the Pattern of

trunk.

species of tree！

air between the paper and the



５
Touch wad to the surface of the paper.

＊After you can see the design, remove the paper and dry up

it.

Cut the cotton cloth 20cm square (it can be an old

Finished!!!!

Put the color directly from the tube.

＊Make 2 wads, put the color to one wad, and

You should use pounded one.

Sample of the tree design

Japanese house chestnut

This experiment refer to 「

Instead of the common Japanese writing paper, you

Touch wad to the surface of the paper.

After you can see the design, remove the paper and dry up

How to make the wad

square (it can be an old shirt)

Wrap the cotton

and fix them with

tape as shown in the

put the color to one wad, and pound it the other wad.

Sample of the tree design

Japanese house chestnut Mountain ash

Information

「Making JUTAKU」 from Asai Gakuen lecturer Nakajima Shoichi

Instead of the common Japanese writing paper, you can use Chinese drawing paper.

Wrap the cotton with the cotton cloth

and fix them with cellophane

tape as shown in the picture.

Mountain ash

from Asai Gakuen lecturer Nakajima Shoichi

can use Chinese drawing paper.


